Guess Who! (Unit 11: Verbals)
Set up just as you did for Guess Who! in Unit 10.
Don’t let anyone see the back of your cards. Don’t look at others’ cards.
Generally, follow the rules of Guess Who in Unit 10 (w189).
Specifically. . .
1. Tell your partner the sentence and the parenthesized target word.
2. Your partner modifies the sentence to 1) provide the correct name of the person, and 2) use the target verb
with another appropriate word. The partner’s sentence must be the same as the sentence on the back of
the card.
Examples
A: This person thought about himself becoming a reporter. (imagine)
B: David imagined himself becoming a reporter.
A: This person claimed that picking up Marsha at her apartment slipped his mind. (forget)
B: David claimed that he forgot to pick up Marsha at her apartment.
The cards are on the next four pages.
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1 questions

2 questions

This person thought about himself becoming a
reporter. (imagine)

This person told David that he should work
only as a cameraman. (advise)

This person might fire David. (consider)

This person told Bob that he should let David
stay at WNYN. (suggest)

This person wanted to do the same work as
Marsha. (hope)

This person didn’t want to work only as
an assistant. (avoid)
*incorrect

This person took a long time to develop Korea’s
national script. (spend)

This character prevented the Dragon King from
taking his liver. (stop)

This person said he didn’t actually hope that
Marsha would lose her job. (intend)

This person told Bob that he ought to let David
stay at WNYN. (encourage)

This person didn’t want to lose her job. (dread)

This person made Karen quit her job. (force)

This person tries to get us to study lexicals
every day. (push)

Believe it or not, this person doesn’t like to give
quizzes. (dislike)
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2 answers

1 answers

Marsha advised David to work only as a cameraman.

David imagined himself becoming a reporter.

Marsha suggested to Bob that he should let
David stay at WNYN. / Marsha suggested letting David…

Bob is considering firing David.

David wanted to avoid working only as
an assistant.

David hoped to do the same work as Marsha.

Tokgi (in 토끼전) stopped the Dragon King
from taking his liver.

King Se-jong spent a lot of time developing Korea’s national script.

Marsha encouraged Bob to let David stay at
WNYN.

David said he didn’t actually intend that Marsha lose her job. / …intend for Marsha to lose…

Mathers forced Karen to quit her job.

Marsha dreaded losing her job.

Believe it or not, our teacher dislikes giving
quizzes.

Our teacher pushes us to study lexicals every
day.
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3 questions

4 questions

This animal left his cave because he was
sick of garlic and he had to breathe fresh
air. (do without)

This person will not stop performing his duties
until 2013. (continue)

This person apparently can’t remember that
Bob told him the reporter is boss. (forget or
remember)

This person claimed that picking up Marsha at
her apartment slipped his mind. (forget or remember)

This person failed to find out all the facts about
Marsha and David. (neglect)

This person thought that Marsha would like
the story line he came up with for the hospital
special feature. (expect)

This person first used a camera when he was a
very young child. (start)

This person might have to cease work at
WNYN. (stop)

This person should go to Homework-and-Quiz
Hell when he dies. (deserve)

This person let me have lots of candy when I
was young. (allow)

At first, this person said that he didn’t do anything to hurt Marsha. (deny)

This person often advised us to be more resourceful. (recommend)

Five and ten years from now this person will
wish that he/she could study with me. (miss)

This person could not escape going to prison
for her faithfulness to her husband. (avoid)
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4 answers

3 answers

Lee Myoung-bak will continue performing his
duties until 2013.

The tiger left his cave because he was
sick of garlic and couldn’t do without
breathing fresh air.

David claimed that he forgot to pick up Marsha
at her apartment.

David forgot/didn’t remember Bob’s telling
him the reporter is boss.

David expected Marsha to like the story line he
came up with for the hospital special feature.

Bob Russo neglected to find out all the facts
about Marsha and David.

David might have to stop working at WNYN.

David started using a camera when he was a
very young child.

My grandmother allowed me to have lots of
candy when I was young.
(My mother was always at work.)

Our teacher deserves to go to Homework-andQuiz Hell when he dies.

Our teacher recommended that we be more resourceful.

At first, David denied having done anything to
hurt Marsha.

Chun-hyang person could not avoid going to
prison for her faithfulness to her husband.

Ten years from now you will miss studying
with me.
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